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A method for multifault detection during the first half second is 

presented.  

The approach combines the usage of PCA and multi-label decision trees. 

The evaluation is performed using multi-label measures. 

The proposed method is insensitive to the load and the frequency of the 

induction motor. 

The proposed method gives good results even at frequencies as low as 3Hz. 
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Early and extremely early multi-label fault diagnosis in induction
motors

Abstract

The detection of faulty machinery and its automated diagnosis is an industrial prior-

ity because efficient fault diagnosis implies efficient management of the maintenance times,

reduction of energy consumption, reduction in overall costs and, most importantly, the avail-

ability of the machinery is ensured. Thus, this paper presents a new intelligent multi-fault

diagnosis method based on multiple sensor information for assessing the occurrence of single,

combined, and simultaneous faulty conditions in an induction motor. The contribution and

novelty of the proposed method include the consideration of different physical magnitudes

such as vibrations, stator currents, voltages, and rotational speed as a meaningful source

of information of the machine condition. Moreover, for each available physical magnitude,

the reduction of the original number of attributes through the Principal Component Anal-

ysis leads to retain a reduced number of significant features that allows achieving the final

diagnosis outcome by a multi-label classification tree. The effectiveness of the method was

validated by using a complete set of experimental data acquired from a laboratory elec-

tromechanical system, where a healthy and seven faulty scenarios were assessed. Also, the

interpretation of the results do not require any prior expert knowledge and the robustness

of this proposal allows its application in industrial applications, since it may deal with dif-

ferent operating conditions such as different loads and operating frequencies. Finally, the

performance was evaluated using multi-label measures, which to the best of our knowledge,

is an innovative development in the field condition monitoring and fault identification.

Keywords: multi-fault detection, early detection, multi-label classification, principal

component analysis, load insensitive model, prediction at low operating frequencies
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1. Introduction

The operation of most industrial applications is provided by rotating machinery pow-

ered by electricity. In that context, the Induction Motor (IM) represents the most used

electrical machine, due to its robustness, efficiency, and safety. Despite its effectiveness and

reliability, the occurrence of sudden and unexpected faults can affect the IM operation, pro-

voking undesirable interruptions that may lead to crucial stoppages in industrial processes.

Thereby, the continuous monitoring for assessing the operating condition to identify faults

in rotating machines, that are powered by electricity, is a key safeguard for ensuring the

machine reliability and safety in industrial production systems [1, 2]. In that sense, most of

the condition monitoring strategies comprise three main tasks: fault detection, fault isola-

tion, and fault identification [3]. Specifically, fault detection provides information relating

to the existence of a malfunction; fault isolation locates the faulty components; and, fault

identification labels the fault type that has been identified [4].

Recently, the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and classification techniques have been

included as a part of the condition monitoring strategies. These techniques usually consist of

several steps: data collection (gathering fault-related measurements); feature calculation, ex-

traction and selection (determining fault-related features and measurements); and, training

an algorithm (building a classification/regression model with the selected features) [5, 6, 7].

In that regard, AI techniques such as Neural Networks (NN) and Fuzzy-based inference

systems have been developed as classification algorithms. Consequently, automatic Fault

Detection and Diagnosis (FDD), based on AI algorithms using a trained AI model that is

capable of identifying the relationship between both input data (information provided by

sensors) and output data (machine-assessed condition), can replace the human intervention.

The training process of an AI algorithm usually involves the modeling of several inputs

that specifically are the set of features estimated from the available physical magnitudes

that characterize the working condition of the machine under observation [8]. Normally,

the output is a single value (a ‘label’) that can be numeric (for regression problems) or dis-

crete/categorical (for classification problems) but represents a specific condition/operation
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of the assessed system. If there are only two classes, e.g. fault or no fault, then the problem

involves binary classification, and if there are more labels (two or more fault types), it is a

multi-class problem. Nevertheless, more than one label can be assigned whenever multiple

faults occur simultaneously, which is also possible and a critical issue that must be addressed.

This task, known as multi-label classification, has recently been gaining ground [9, 10].

Therefore, the main contribution of this paper lies in the proposal of a new intelligent

multi-fault diagnosis method based on multiple sensor information for assessing the oc-

currence of single, combined, and simultaneous faulty conditions in an IM. The condition

assessment and fault identification is performed by analyzing the available physical mag-

nitudes, vibrations, stator currents, voltages, and rotational speed, through the Principal

Component Analysis a multi-label classification tree. Additionally, the contribution and

novelties of the proposed multi-fault detection and identification approach include:

1. Multi-label classification: failure prediction of multiple faults that occur simultane-

ously.

2. Insensitivity to load and frequency: capable of achieving good performance regardless

of whether the motor is running under variable load or no-load conditions. Likewise,

training is possible without taking into account the operating frequency.

3. High-performance results in both transient and in steady state regimen: system pre-

dictions are generated both in the transient state and in the easier steady mode.

4. The method is able to identify faults without the need of expert knowledge of each

failure.

5. Extremely-early detection: the classification performance of the method is remarkable,

predicting from signals within only 0.5 of a second.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a brief description of related works is be

provided in Section 2; in Section 3, a general introduction to the relevant Data Analysis

procedure is given; then, an explanation of the data set and the process of parameter setting

is offered in Section 4; the proposed diagnostic methodology is presented in Section 5; in

Section 6, the results of the experimental study for the performance assessment of the method
3
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is discussed; and, finally, in Section 7, the main conclusions of the paper is summarized, and

some lines of future research is discussed.

2. Related works

The development of strategies for condition monitoring and fault identification in in-

dustrial processes is important to reduce unexpected stoppages avoiding economic losses

and also for ensuring the continuous machining operations. As stated earlier, undesirable

faulty conditions may occur repeatedly during the continuous working cycle of an IM. This

issue has normally been addressed as a single-label problem in most condition monitoring

strategies that, one by one, identify each single fault mode.

Commonly, the application of condition monitoring strategies for fault identification

in IMs has been divided into two widely studied groups: mechanical and electrical prob-

lems [11]. In this regard, most of mechanical failures presented in IM are usually associated

with problems to the bearing components, axis eccentricities, misalignments, and couplings,

among others; in contrast, electrical problems are associated with faults in the stator and

rotor windings, such as broken rotor bars, insulation defects, and short circuits [12, 13]. On

the other hand, different physical magnitudes, such as voltage, stator currents, temperatures,

load torque, and mechanical vibrations are usually monitored in most industrial processes

in order to assess its current condition. Indeed, a big deal of the industrial processes usually

prefer the application of condition monitoring strategies that are based on the installation

of non-invasive sensors. Additionally, the analysis of a unique physical measurement re-

mains as the most preferred approach to condition assessment. Hence, vibration-based and

stator current-based analyses have been widely addressed by using signal processing for con-

dition monitoring [14]. At present, the classical fault identification in electrical rotating

machines with industrial applications involves the analysis of vibration or stator current

signals, separately. In fact, prior to the application of condition monitoring strategies in

industrial applications, the development of new proposals can also be based on theoretical

approaches that consider equivalent mechanical, electrical or magnetic models that aim to

simulate different faulty conditions in a specific and real system [13]. Likewise, different
4
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data-driven condition monitoring strategies have been proposed to detect faults and their

sudden appearance in IMs and, although significant and advantageous results have emerged,

most of these proposals have been focused on the analysis of single fault-mode [4, 15]. Thus,

the critical issue of multiple faults and the adaptation of condition monitoring strategies

to detect them, in view of their harmful consequences during the regular operation of an

IM, therefore suggests that the measurement of different physical magnitudes represent a

coherent approach for being considered during condition monitoring applied to electrical

machines.

The rest of the section follows the structure of the review by Liu & Bazzi [1]. According

to those authors, Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) methods can be grouped into four

groups: time-domain methods, frequency-domain methods, time-frequency-domain meth-

ods, and artificial-intelligence-based methods. Traditionally, signal processing techniques

based on time domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain approaches are the

most common and well-known processing strategies [16]. As this paper is not a complete

state-of-the-art review, it is recommended that interested readers consult the following pa-

pers [1, 2].

2.1. Time-domain FDD methods

These methods are used to identify defective machine functions. The use of time-domain

methods may be preferred due to one of its advantages is the simplicity in computation

burden and implementation, although their low sensitivity, especially in noisy environments,

might also be mentioned. Some relevant methods in this category are [17, 18, 19].

2.2. Frequency-domain FDD methods

The intrinsic mechanics of all IM mean that their characteristic fault-related patterns are

within the frequency domain. Whenever a fault is present, it therefore provoke changes to

the spectra, thus, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is among the simplest of mathematical

methods of classifying signals from spectrum measurements. Nevertheless, the overlapping

of several faults within the same frequency band and the difficulties associated with low loads

5
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and frequencies are some of the main drawbacks of the frequency-domain methods. These

methods can directly process both raw and preprocessed signals [20, 21]. Other methods

subtract the fault-independent components from the faulty signal, to obtain a residual that

can be analyzed [22].

2.3. Time-frequency-domain FDD methods

As is known, non-stationary signals are difficult to process and time-frequency domain

methods therefore yield results of greater accuracy. Time-frequency methods use a mov-

ing time window on which spectral analysis is performed, with the result that the non-

stationary components can be treated as constants. These analyses require more complex

implementation and computational complexities (log-linear or higher). Some examples of

these techniques are the wavelet transform [23] and the short-time Fourier-transform [24].

2.4. Artificial Intelligence-based FDD methods

The consideration of AI techniques in condition monitoring strategies has been towards

automatic fault diagnosis. Over the years, different variants of neural networks have been

one of the most frequently used techniques: the multilayer perceptron [25] and radial-basis

functions [26], among others. On the other hand, evolutionary methods (such as genetic

algorithms and particle swarm optimization) are widely used to compute the best algo-

rithm parameters. Whereas, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), another popular family of

algorithms in this context, have likewise demonstrated good classification performance in

hierarchical structures [27]. Recently, deep learning has been used for FDD [6], although

its main drawback is the huge amount of data that is needed for training FDD systems.

The recent work of Liu et al. [2] is strongly recommended for a detailed review of AI-based

methods.

2.5. Unresolved Issues

Even though the literature on FDD methods is very copious, there are still some unre-

solved issues that must be addressed, the most critical issues that have to be faced are:

6
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• Simultaneous fault detection [1]: most methods analyze a single or, at best, a couple

of faults, and are not designed for the simultaneous identification of multiple faults.

• Non-stationary conditions [1]: the authors make significant progress examining fault

detection under non-stationary conditions.

• Integrated methodology/system [1, 2]: this point can be analyzed from two perspec-

tives. Firstly, there are four main faults in induction motors (broken bar, misalignment,

unbalance, and bearing failure); different methods approach different kind of faults,

underlining the need for an integrated system that is capable of identifying all four

faults [1]. Secondly, FDD are usually built as a combination of different parts instead

of a whole diagnostic system. The incorporation of both feature extraction and “in-

telligent” (Machine Learning) FDD in a single system would represent an integrated

method [2] that would be easier to use in industrial production.

2.6. Our proposal vs. related works

Although several works focused on the fault detection and identification in IM have been

proposed, the important advantages of the diagnosis method presented in this paper are

outlined below.

Most condition monitoring approaches that have been proposed are classically based on

the analysis of stator current and vibration signals and, the fault diagnosis is usually per-

formed through the estimation of characteristic fault-related frequency patterns. However,

although the occurrence of different faulty modes is among the aims of such proposals, the

fault identification has been widely addressed as a single-fault identification problem [28];

thus, the advantage of the method proposed in this paper is that it can be applied to assess

the occurrence single, combined, and simultaneous faulty conditions.

In fact, the implementation of complex condition monitoring structures including stages

relating to calculation, extraction and selection of feature have also been proposed. Those

stages are specifically implemented to improve and highlight the characterization of a large

set of features estimated through time-domain techniques such as CWT (Continuous Wavelet
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Transform), HHT (Hilbert Huang Transform) and EMD (Empirical Mode Decomposition) [29,

30, 7]. Although such optimization processes are mostly performed with genetic algorithms,

the use of those techniques requires additional knowledge for their proper implementation.

Whereas, in the proposed method, the need for expert knowledge on each type of failure

is not necessary, as the novel implementation of the PCA and decision trees means that

there is no need to configure the condition monitoring approach with specific parameters,

depending on the system to be assessed.

Additionally, the condition monitoring strategies that can detect the occurrence of mul-

tiple and combined faults are available in only very few studies. Indeed, such proposals are

based on complex time-frequency domain techniques, such as the high-resolution spectral

method of multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [31], which compromises the computa-

tional burden. The strategies are also limited to the identification of multiple faults under

the start-up or steady-state regime [31]. Hence, in this work, the assessment of multiple

combined faults is performed during the start-up and steady-state regime under variable

load conditions and, in addition, the low computational burden of this tool means that it

can be used for real-time condition monitoring.

3. Theoretical background

If sensor data and records of mechanical operations are not filtered, organized and an-

alyzed, to extract information that may be of use to understand a process and to solve a

problem, they are of no inherent utility. The challenge is how to perform the early diagnosis

of multiple malfunction conditions in an IM. The techniques used to perform the process of

extracting information from raw data, range from the simplest, such as data summary and

visualization, to the most sophisticated, such as the application of multivariate statistical

methods, Machine Learning and Data Mining. Thus, in this study, a statistical technique,

Principal Component Analysis (Subsection 3.1), is combined with a Machine Learning tech-

nique (Subsection 3.2), Decision Trees, to solve a multiple prediction problem, commonly

known as multi-label classification (Subsection 3.3).

8
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3.1. Principal Component Analysis

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [32] is commonly used for data exploratory

analysis (in data visualization) and it is still one of the most well-known and popular meth-

ods for dimensionality reduction [33, 34]. The main objective of the PCA attempts to

establish the directions, in the original high-dimensional space, with the highest variance

(directions that, assuming Gaussian noise distributions, usually correlate with a more infor-

mative content). As a result, the projection of the multivariate measurement data onto the

most significant orthogonal principal component directions is the data and the noise reduc-

tion step in the process with the lowest loss of overall data variance. The assumption is that

the primary information loss is the noise subspace, which is assumed not to be informative

for the multi-label classification problem.

More formally, if X is an n×m matrix with the data (m attributes for n instances), the

principal components are obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem:

cov(X)ck = λkck, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λm,

cov(X) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(xi − x)(xi − x)T ,

where, cov(X) is the covariance matrix of X, ck is a principal component (and an eigen-

vector), xi is a row of X (data instances), and x = (1/n)
∑n

i=1 xi is the average of the

xi. In practice, an explicit calculation of the covariance matrix is not necessary, as other

matrix decompositions, such as singular value decomposition (SVD), can be used to obtain

the same eigenvectors with greater efficiency, especially if only a few principal components

are needed.

In this paper, the value of n is the number of experiments performed in the experimental

test bench and the value of m depends on the measurement sampling frequency, e.g. 12 kHz

or 3 kHz (see Section 4.1). In this paper, 12 matrices were used, one for each of the

measurements.

When PCA is used as a dimensionality reduction method, the determination of the

number of principal components to use is one of the most important decisions. The wrong

9
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choice could reduce the impact of the results. Retaining too few components could lead to a

loss of important information [35]. Whereas, retaining too many components could produce

high dimensional data, which might still embody much of the measurement noise that is

detrimental to the performance of subsequent AI models.

There are empirical prescriptions for determining the number of components, some of

which were compared in [35]. Kaiser’s eigenvalue greater than one rule (K1 rule) [36] is

one of the most popular methods used for the selection of the number of retained principal

components [35]. The rule states that if the eigenvalue of a component is greater than 1.0,

then the component is significant. Catell’s scree test [37] is a graphical method that consists

of plotting the eigenvalues in descending order (scree plot) and looking for an “elbow” in the

plot, which implies a steep slope from large to small eigenvalues [38].

3.2. Classification trees

A decision tree is an algorithm in which a set of tests, organized in a hierarchical way, is

used to guide the process of class assignment or output value calculation. The process begins

at the root node, where the value of one of the attributes of the instances to be classified is

compared (or whose output value is needed to be determined). Depending on the result of

this comparison the process is directed to one or several branches (typically, two in a binary

decision tree), where nodes apply new tests to conditionally branch further in the tree. The

process continues until a leaf node (a node without further branches) is reached, at which

point a class is assigned to the instance, or there is a function to calculate the output value

for that instance.

The process of building a decision tree also starts at the root node. In each node, the

training set is divided into subsets, for which it is necessary to determine the best division

attribute and the value for the division into subsets. If only one threshold value is used,

the division will be into two subsets, but it would be possible to use several ranges of

values permitting a node to have more than two branches. The criterion for the selection of

attributes and values is the optimization of a merit function. Some of these functions are:

the Gini Index [39], Information Gain, and Gain Ratio [40]. Once the attribute and the

10
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values of the node have been selected, they are used to determine through which branches

each instance proceeds, and the process is repeated for the corresponding arrival nodes. The

process terminates when the number of instances is less than a certain value, or when other

stop criteria are satisfied. The leaf nodes are assigned the majority class of the instances

that have reached that node (or those instances are used to calculate a function that gives

the output value when the tree is used for prediction).

Decision trees are popular in Data Mining and Machine Learning for several reasons:

they are quick to build, they are interpretable, and they are unstable (that is, small changes

in the training set results in very different trees). This last property has made them suitable

for the construction of ensembles,1 both of classifiers [41, 42] and of regressors [43, 44].

In this research, decision trees were used on account of their speed of construction and

because decision trees adapted to multi-label problems already exist. Further details on

these types of problems are given in the next section.

3.3. Multi-label and multi-output learning

Supervised Machine Learning is used primarily to solve two types of problems:

• The determination of the relationship between the attributes of an instance and its

class, in order to be able to label new instances, that is, so that one class may be

assigned to them from a finite number of existing classes; usually single-label classifi-

cation problems.

• The prediction of the value of a continuous attribute, from those attributes that are

already available; known as regression problems.

However, an instance can belong to several classes simultaneously, or, several attributes

must be predicted at the same time, which are known as multi-label (classification) and

multi-output (regression) problems, respectively. Although the prediction of each of the

1An ensemble is an algorithm that makes predictions by combining several models, but these models

should be diverse, and the instability of the trees makes them ideal in this context.
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attributes could be addressed as a problem of single-label or single-output prediction, it has

been shown that simultaneous prediction can be beneficial [45], since learning algorithms

can exploit the relationships between the attributes to be predicted. So in recent years,

research has increasingly focused on adapting existing techniques to these new paradigms, or

presenting new techniques to resolve these multi-label problems. Papers have been published

on classification [9, 10], regression [46, 47], and pre-processing techniques [48, 49, 50].

In this paper, a decision tree with multi-label learning was designed to identify motor

malfunctions, even for simultaneously occurring faults. The model was also evaluated using

multi-label performance measures, which is discussed in Subsection 4.2.

4. Experimental study

In this section, the method of data acquisition obtained from an experimental test-

bench based on a laboratory electromechanical system is described (Subsection 4.1). The

multi-label evaluation measures is then be introduced (Subsection 4.2), and the method

for determining the optimal number of principal components is also subsequently described

(Subsection 4.3).

The proposed condition monitoring method was programmed in Python using the Scikit-

learn library [51]. And, the experimental data was analyzed by using multi-label measures

and 10×10-fold cross-validation (cross-validation instead of train-test splits were used, as it

has been demonstrated that the cross-validation test better exploits the available data [52]).

For the purpose of achieving load-insensitive models, the training data contained examples

of the IM functioning with three types of load conditions: no-load, half-load, and full-load.

All source code is publicly available on Github: https://github.com/mjuez/early-

im-fault-diagnosis.

4.1. Data set description

The experimental test bench used to validate the proposed condition monitoring ap-

proach consists of a pulley-belt electromechanical system driven by a 971-W three-phase IM

(model WEG 00136APE48T) and coupled to an automotive alternator. The IM had 1 pair

12
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Figure 1: Experimental test bench used to validate the proposed condition monitoring method.

of poles, a power supply of 220V AC, and its full load current was 3.4 amperes. A variable

frequency driver (VFD) (model WEG CFW08) was used to feed and drive the rotational

speed of the IM. The automotive alternator was therefore driven by the IM through me-

chanical coupling based on a pulley-belt system. The alternator was used as the mechanical

load and functioned, during the experiments, at three different load capacities: unloaded,

half-load and full-load. The experimental test bench is shown in Figure 1.

Different physical magnitudes were acquired during the experiments. The effect of me-

chanical vibrations was recorded by a triaxial accelerometer, model LIS3L02AS4, fixed on

top of the IM. Additionally, the voltage and the stator current consumption were continu-

ously monitored and acquired by means of a set of Hall-effect sensors, model L08P050D15,

from Tamura corporation. Thus, there were two groups of measurements: 7 related to

currents and voltages; voltage A, voltage B, voltage C, current A, current B, current C,

current N; and 3 relating to the measurement or vibrations; accelerometer X, accelerom-
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Figure 2: First half second of sensor measurements used for predicting faults. On the X-axis, the time

in seconds. The Y -axis refers to the sensor value (different scale for each one). The figure shows the

measurements of a healthy engine operating at direct supply.

eter Y, accelerometer Z. Additionally, there was a last measure, the IM rotational speed

that was acquired through a digital encoder. To give an idea of the nature of the signals

used for the prediction of failures, Figure 2 shows the graphic representation of the signals

(currents, voltages, speed, and accelerometers) during the first half second of an engine in

good condition operating at direct supply.

The installed sensors were individually mounted on a board with its corresponding signal

conditioning and anti-alias filtering. The data acquisition was performed by means of two

12-bit 4-channel serial-output sampling analog-to-digital converters, model ADS7841, from

Texas Instruments, which were used as the Data Acquisition System (DAS); a proprietary

low-cost DAS design based on a field programmable gate array technology.
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Figure 3: Set of experimental faults: a) broken rotor bar (BRB); b) unbalance (UNB); and, c) misalignment

(MAL).

Four different operating conditions were considered for evaluation in this study: healthy

(HLT), broken rotor bar (BRB), unbalanced (UNB), misalignment (MAL), as well as their

combinations. The conditions under consideration were produced artificially, thus, the BRB

condition was produced by drilling a rough-hole of 2 mm diameter, at a depth of 14 mm, into

a bar of the rotor, without harming the rotor shaft, in such a way that the hole was drilled

through the complete section of the rotor bar. The UNB condition was reproduced with

a bolt in the rotor pulley that provoked a non-uniform load distribution that imbalanced

the center of mass of the IM shaft. The MAL condition was caused by shifting the belt in

the alternator pulley forward, thereby misaligning the transverse axial rotation of the motor

and its load. Figures 3-a to Figure 3-c depict each of the conditions under consideration.

Moreover, the IM was driven at different operating frequencies during the experiments,

so the data set contained the operating frequencies of 3 Hz, 30 Hz, and direct supply.

Each experiment was carried out during 10 seconds, the first 5 seconds corresponded

to the IM start-up and were considered as a transient state. The next 5 seconds were

considered as steady state (these last 5 seconds were not used in the experiments)2. The

transient state was considered harder to predict, due to its non-stationary and inherently

changing nature [53]. Nevertheless, as the experimental study addresses an early diagnosis

problem, hereinafter only the transient state is considered.

In summary, an almost completely balanced data set was recorded of 2 521 instances: 831

2As the IM is powered by an inverter, the IM start-up was controlled, so that it always lasted 5 seconds,

regardless of its frequency of use.
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for 3 Hz, 833 for 30 Hz, and 857 for direct supply. As there were eight measures sampled at

12 kHz and four measures sampled at 3 kHz, a single instance consisted of 540 000 attributes

(8× 12 000× 5 + 4× 3 000× 5). As a preliminary pre-processing step, all the features were

normalized to have values between 0 and 1.

4.2. Evaluation metrics for multi-label problems

In single-label classification, accuracy and confusion matrix-based metrics are commonly

used. Nevertheless, the performance of multi-label classification methods are more com-

plex, because of the presence of several labels for each instance, and because the combined

performance for each label can be approached in different ways. Hence, different evaluation

metrics for multi-label classification and taxonomies have even been proposed to group those

measures [54], although the simplest and most accepted division corresponds to measures

based on either predictions or rankings. In the experimental evaluation, the measures in

use in the first and the second groups were, accuracy, F1 and Hamming loss and, in turn,

one-error and rank loss, respectively. The definition of all these measurements are given in

equations 1 to 6. The up/down arrow besides the measurement label indicates whether the

higher or the lower value is best.

↑ Accuracy =
1

n

n∑

i=1

|ωi ∩ ω̂i|
|ωi ∪ ω̂i|

. (1)

↑ Macro F1 =
1

|Ω|
∑

l∈Ω

F1(TPl ,FPl ,TNl ,FNl). (2)

↑ Micro F1 = F1

(∑

l∈Ω

TPl ,
∑

l∈Ω

FPl ,
∑

l∈Ω

TNl ,
∑

l∈Ω

FNl

)
. (3)

↓ H Loss =
1

n

n∑

i=1

|ωi M ω̂i|
|Ω| . (4)
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↓ One Error =
1

n

n∑

i=1

δ
(
arg minl∈Ωri(l)

)
, δ(l) =





1 if l /∈ ωi

0 otherwise
(5)

↓ R Loss =
1

n

n∑

i=1

1

|ωi||ω̄i|
∣∣∣(lq, lr) : ri(lq) > ri(lr), (lq, lr) ∈ ωi × ω̄i

∣∣∣. (6)

The notation for the equations is as follows: n is the number of instances; Ω is the set

of labels; ωi ⊆ Ω is the actual labelset of instance xi; ω̂i is the predicted labelset of instance

xi; and ω̄i is the complementary labelset of ωi. Then, ri(lj) is the predicted rank of class

label lj for instance xi and M is the symmetric difference between two labelsets. Finally, TP ,

TN , FP , and FN , are the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false

negatives, respectively. All of these, TP , FP , TN , and FN , are computed by comparing

the predicted and the actual labelsets.

4.3. Determining the number of principal components

As explained in Subsection 3.1, the number of the selected principal components is

essential, if accurate models are subsequently to be trained. Two classical approaches were

used to determine that number: the K1 rule and the Scree test. Parallel analysis [55] was

also used, as it is more reliable [35], although the computational resources it requires can be

prohibitive, due to the high dimensionality of the data set.

The models trained with the number of principal components selected with the K1 rule

performed slightly better than those that used the scree test results. Also, for all sensors

except those monitoring voltages, the number of retained components was lower following the

K1 rule, meaning that a higher dimensionality reduction had occurred. Although Kaiser’s

rule states that only those components with an eigenvalue greater than 1 should be retained,

whenever there was no eigenvalue greater than 1, then at least the first principal component

was selected in this study, as it would be of no interest to either discard a sensor or completely

disregard any measurement.
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As described in the Section 5, the proposed predictive model is a combination of the

results of applying twelve PCA transformations (one for each input sensor) and a multi-

label classifier. It means that the model has twelve input parameters, which correspond

to the number of principal components that will be retained for each signal. Therefore, in

this scenario, the determination of the optimal value for those parameters, can be treated

as a hyperparameter optimization problem [56]. When optimizing hyperparameters, a set

of parameter combinations is defined, then the model performance is evaluated for each

combination. Thus, in this particular case, good model evaluations will indicate an optimal

number of principal components to be retained.

Considering the K1 rule and the scree test results, 50 was selected as the maximum

number of principal components to retain, and 1 as the minimum. 12 parameters with

values between 1 and 50 will produce a set of 2.44 × 1020 combinations of parameters.

Any evaluation of so many models is extremely costly in terms of time and computation

effort, so the Hyperopt [57] library was used for the hyperparameter tuning task, which uses

only two algorithms to optimize the parameter search space. In this study, the probabilistic

method called the Tree of Parzen Estimators (TPE) was used [56], rather than the only other

possible alternative, Random Search. Optimization of the hyperparameters also implies the

minimization of an objective function, which in this study, was the inverse of model accuracy

(1− accuracy). The maximum number of evaluations was set to 500, which leads to 150 000

models evaluated in total (500 parameter combinations × 3 frequencies × 10 repetitions of

10-fold cross-validation).

Table 1 shows the number of principal components selected according to the different

methods (K1 rule, Scree test, and Hyperopt) and frequencies. In terms of model accuracy,

the number of principal components selected by Hyperopt produced significantly better

results than those selected by the Scree and the K1 methods. Furthermore, using the

combination obtained for 3 Hz with the other frequencies provided better results than the

specific combinations obtained for each frequency. So, according to these results, and the

fact that the 3 Hz combination retained fewer principal components (139), i.e., greater

dimensionality reduction was achieved, the above combinations were chosen as the optimal
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Freq. Method Voltages Currents Rotat. Accelerometers Sum.

A B C A B C N Speed Ref. X Y Z PCs

3 Hz

K1 rule 26 28 30 14 15 14 1 1 1 1 4 1 136

Scree test 17 18 18 18 18 17 5 2 11 43 189 105 461

Hyperopt 4 7 8 33 5 19 6 35 1 17 2 2 139

30 Hz

K1 rule 18 18 18 14 14 14 1 1 1 1 9 1 110

Scree test 15 18 18 16 17 17 3 1 9 83 171 151 519

Hyperopt 32 8 4 24 4 22 35 49 3 4 4 22 211

Direct
supply

K1 rule 17 19 18 12 15 15 1 1 1 1 31 1 132

Scree test 16 16 16 18 19 19 1 2 12 68 210 176 573

Hyperopt 6 25 46 2 10 8 2 10 16 38 33 17 213

Table 1: Number of principal components selected by the different methods and frequencies. The last

column shows the sum of the number of principal components that each method retained, i.e., the number

of decision tree inputs.

settings for all the subsequent predictive models.

5. Multi-fault early diagnosis method

Since typical problems of this nature are usually solved using time or frequency-domain-

based methods, one of their main disadvantages is that expert knowledge on each failure

type is required. However, this knowledge is not necessary when artificial intelligence-based

approaches are used. These techniques, once trained, are capable of extracting the patterns

that are most strongly associated with each fault.

One of the main characteristics of sensor data is the dependent nature of the observations

that are highly correlated, because the data consist of a set of adjacent points in time. A

common approach for dealing with data of this nature is to use statistical methods such as

time series analysis [58]. Most statistical methods require the data to be stationary, which

is not the case in this study, because data from the IM start-up (transient data) were used.

As stated earlier, in our data set each instance consists of 540 000 attributes. It is well-

known that most Machine Learning algorithms suffer from difficulties when analyzing data

sets with a large number of attributes, commonly known as the curse of dimensionality [59].
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of the dimensionality reduction approach by using PCA. The numbers

of input measures correspond to the start-up of the IM (i.e., first 5 seconds of operation).

For this reason, PCA was used in this proposal to reduce the number of attributes. As

previously explained, PCA is able to reduce the dimension of attributes, by retaining the

combination of the most important features in which the maximum variance is retained

as possible. Furthermore, when applying PCA to correlated data, one of the properties of

the transformed data is that the correlation between attributes is removed [60]. Although

the robustness of decision trees leaves them unaffected by the collinearity of attributes, the

elimination of the correlation can be beneficial for other Machine Learning methods.

Briefly, in the early multi-fault diagnosis method proposed in this paper, the information

provided by the sensors was firstly reduced by means of PCA. Since each sensor measured

a different physical magnitude, PCA was independently applied to each one. Then, all the

retained principal components were joined as input to the multi-label classification method

(a decision tree was used, although it could have been any other multi-label classifier). The

output of the method is the predicted label set, where each label is a possible fault.

The graphical illustration of the process, with the number of principal components re-

tained for each sensor measurement, is represented in Figure 4. A dramatic reduction in

dimensionality can be observed, where 540 000 input attributes are converted into 139.

Although PCA has been used before for pre-processing single signals [61, 62, 63, 64], the

novelty of the method presented here is the way in which multiple signals are combined after
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their dimensionality is reduced using PCA. The attributes that are passed to the classifier,

a decision tree in our case, are the concatenation of the results obtained from PCA for each

of the signals, that include voltages, currents and vibrations (see Figure 4).

The other novelty is that the decision tree is designed to solve multi-label problems, so it

is capable of predicting potential faults, even when several are happening at the same time.

The evaluation of the model is therefore done using well established measures in the field

of multi-label classification. All other previous studies have used conventional single-label

prediction methods, even when the fault-detection problem could occur simultaneously.

Despite the simplicity of the approach, the method obtained is robust under varying

frequencies and load conditions, is able to detect errors swiftly in the first few seconds, even

when there are simultaneous failures and the motor is still in the transition state (when

other methods cannot be applied).

6. Results and discussion

In this section a thorough experimental program will be reported for assessing the per-

formance of the proposed method. First, in Subsection 6.1, the training of the multi-label

classifier trees and their performance tests at each isolated frequency (3 Hz, 30 Hz, and

direct supply) will be detailed; second, in Subsection 6.2, the test results of the time interval

reductions used for training the models will be described; third, in Subsection 6.3, the test

results of the model using all the frequencies (frequency insensitivity) at the same time will

be presented; in Subsection 6.4, the test results of another fault type -a Bearing Defect

(BD)- will be discussed; and, finally, in Subsection 6.5, an analysis of the multi-fault data

set with Fast Fourier Transform will be described.

6.1. Full transient state results

Having determined the optimal number of principal components for the proposed method,

multi-label decision trees were trained and tested across each operational range.

In Figure 5 are shown the confusion matrices of each multi-label decision tree for each of

the three frequencies. The predicted fault condition is represented on the X-axis while the
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Figure 5: Confusion matrices of the three predictive models (one for each frequency). TheX-axis corresponds

to the predicted fault condition, while the Y -axis represents the actual fault condition.

actual fault condition is on the Y -axis.

The model efficacy is indicated by the high numbers present on the matricesd́iagonals.

It should be noted that some combinations of failures (such as MAL & BRB) were under-

represented and are therefore in a lighter color. According to tables 3- 5, the frequency-

specific percentage accuracies are: 93.6% for 3 Hz, 95.5% for 30 Hz, and 95.8% for direct

supply.

Although accurate fault detection can be seen at all frequencies, the accuracy at 3 Hz is

particularly noteworthy due to the accepted difficulty of detecting faults at this frequency.

Good BRB detection rates are also noteworthy, with a 95% percentage accuracy from Fig-

ure 5, a type of failure that is difficult to detect [65] using other techniques.

6.2. Reducing the time interval

The method still captured the faults within the first five seconds of the IM start-up,

despite the non-stationarity of the initial transient dynamics [53]. Therefore we also inves-

tigated the response capability in the first 0.5 seconds.

Experiments were executed with different time intervals (from 0.01 seconds to 5). Table 2

depicts the number of sensor measurements at each time interval. As might be expected,
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Time Voltages & Rotational Accelerometers Total

int. (s) currents speed

0.01 840 120 120 1 080

0.02 1 680 240 240 2 160

0.05 4 200 600 600 5 400

0.10 8 400 1 200 1 200 10 800

0.20 16 800 2 400 2 400 21 600

0.50 42 000 6 000 6 000 54 000

0.75 63 000 9 000 9 000 81 000

1.00 84 000 12 000 12 000 108 000

2.00 168 000 24 000 24 000 216 000

5.00 420 000 60 000 60 000 540 000

Table 2: Total number of sensors measurements within each time interval.

the increase in the number of features was proportional to the size of the time interval.

A classifier was trained and tested with each time interval. Tables 3, 4, and 5 group

these results for each of the frequencies under analysis.

As expected, the best results were obtained with the longest time interval (5 seconds),

i.e., with the data of the whole experiment. Average ranks were computed and the Hochberg

post-hoc procedure [66] was applied, to determine the minimum time interval to use. Figure 6

provides a graphical representation of the data in Table 5. The results highlighted within the

square are for the time intervals that were statistically equivalent (using Hochberg procedure)

to the best one (i.e., 5 seconds). According to all multi-label metrics, the results of using

the signals corresponding to the first 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 2 seconds, were statistically equivalent

to the results of using the signals for the first 5 seconds. Only the results for time intervals

shorter than 0.5 seconds were significantly worse.

In this regard, in order to quantify the performance reduction from the information

constriction of short time intervals, the multi-label approach was investigated on the first

0.5 seconds. Figure 7 shows the confusion matrices of the models trained for the three
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Time int. (s) Macro F1 ↑ Micro F1 ↑ Accuracy ↑ R Loss ↓ H Loss ↓ One Error ↓

0.01 0.875 0.874 0.749 0.137 0.121 0.251

0.02 0.895 0.892 0.781 0.123 0.103 0.219

0.05 0.917 0.917 0.835 0.109 0.078 0.165

0.10 0.931 0.931 0.869 0.096 0.065 0.131

0.20 0.949 0.948 0.895 0.075 0.049 0.105

0.50 0.954 0.954 0.912 0.066 0.043 0.089

0.75 0.955 0.955 0.917 0.065 0.043 0.083

1.00 0.954 0.954 0.918 0.063 0.044 0.082

2.00 0.970 0.970 0.946 0.043 0.029 0.054

5.00 0.975 0.974 0.936 0.038 0.025 0.064

Table 3: Model results for 3 Hz by the time interval in use.

Time int. (s) Macro F1 ↑ Micro F1 ↑ Accuracy ↑ R Loss ↓ H Loss ↓ One Error ↓

0.01 0.843 0.848 0.722 0.200 0.144 0.278

0.02 0.880 0.884 0.785 0.171 0.111 0.216

0.05 0.873 0.878 0.775 0.180 0.116 0.225

0.10 0.914 0.917 0.857 0.116 0.079 0.143

0.20 0.911 0.914 0.851 0.119 0.082 0.149

0.50 0.975 0.975 0.946 0.035 0.024 0.055

0.75 0.976 0.975 0.942 0.033 0.024 0.058

1.00 0.977 0.977 0.944 0.030 0.022 0.056

2.00 0.982 0.980 0.952 0.021 0.019 0.048

5.00 0.984 0.983 0.955 0.026 0.016 0.045

Table 4: Model results for 30 Hz by the time interval in use.

Time int. (s) Macro F1 ↑ Micro F1 ↑ Accuracy ↑ R Loss ↓ H Loss ↓ One Error ↓

0.01 0.853 0.855 0.698 0.174 0.137 0.302

0.02 0.888 0.890 0.762 0.158 0.103 0.238

0.05 0.909 0.911 0.823 0.111 0.083 0.177

0.10 0.923 0.924 0.836 0.103 0.071 0.164

0.20 0.932 0.932 0.856 0.088 0.063 0.145

0.50 0.955 0.954 0.902 0.062 0.043 0.098

0.75 0.960 0.960 0.920 0.054 0.037 0.080

1.00 0.963 0.964 0.927 0.042 0.034 0.073

2.00 0.964 0.965 0.929 0.046 0.033 0.071

5.00 0.982 0.982 0.958 0.027 0.017 0.042

Table 5: Model results for direct supply by the time interval in use.
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Figure 6: Multi-label evaluation metrics of a classifier trained with signals from the first 0.01, 0.02, 0.05,

0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, and 5 seconds. The X-axis depicts the time interval in seconds, while the Y -axis

refers to the metric value in range [0− 1]. The plotted results show the direct supply of the frequency. The

results statistically equivalent to the use of the signals of the first 5 seconds are highlighted within a square.

frequencies. The predicted fault condition is represented on the X-axis while the actual

fault condition is on the Y -axis.

Despite the constricted transient information within just the first 0.5 seconds, the multi-

label decision tree still provides fault detection accuracies over 90%: 91.1% at 3 Hz, 94.5%

at 30 Hz and 90.2% for direct supply.

6.3. Insensitivity to IM operating frequency

A model that is insensitive to the operating frequency of an IM might seem useless,

because the frequency is commonly known. However, training a separate model for each

operating frequency might not be feasible in some scenarios. Our method can also be

trained and deal with data acquired from IMs operating at different frequencies and the

resulting model will still be able to classify fault conditions accurately. This is because the

transformation of sensor measurements by means of PCA yields features that highlight the

fault conditions, so multi-label decision trees can learn to classify them, regardless of the
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Figure 7: Confusion matrices of the three predictive models trained with 0.5 seconds (one for each fre-

quency). The X-axis corresponds to the predicted fault condition, while the Y -axis represents the actual

fault condition.

operating frequency.

Multiple operation frequency-insensitive models were trained with all of the data-set

examples. Table 6 shows the results obtained for each time interval size. As expected, and

consistent with Section 6.2, the best fault detection accuracy of 91.6% occurs for the longest

time interval. Notably, the detection accuracy only dropped to 87.6% for time intervals of

0.5 seconds. Operation frequency-insensitive models therefore also appear appropriate for

transient start-up time fault detection.

6.4. Testing another type of fault: bearing defect

Bearing defects (BDs) are common IM faults widely studied in the literature [8, 16, 67, 68,

69]. As a defective bearing is worn down, it will produce a complete mechanical breakdown.

This makes almost impossible to experimentally reproduce this fault together with others

on a test bench. In other words, although this kind of fault (as any other) can theoretically

be predicted in combination with other faults, in practice it is almost impossible to obtain

a data set with BDs and other faults occurring at the same time.

In this study, properly functioning examples and BD examples were employed, to prove
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Figure 8: Confusion matrices of the general predictive models trained with all examples of all operating

frequencies. The matrix on the left corresponds to first 0.5 seconds of IM operation, while the one on the

right corresponds to the first 5 seconds (full transient state). The X-axis corresponds to the predicted fault

condition, while the Y -axis represents the actual fault condition.

Time int. (s) Macro F1 ↑ Micro F1 ↑ Accuracy ↑ R Loss ↓ H Loss ↓ One Error ↓

0.01 0.866 0.868 0.749 0.183 0.123 0.251

0.02 0.875 0.876 0.761 0.174 0.116 0.239

0.05 0.895 0.896 0.800 0.143 0.098 0.200

0.10 0.902 0.903 0.810 0.128 0.091 0.190

0.20 0.911 0.911 0.830 0.122 0.084 0.170

0.50 0.937 0.938 0.876 0.085 0.059 0.124

0.75 0.945 0.946 0.891 0.081 0.051 0.109

1.00 0.932 0.932 0.865 0.088 0.064 0.135

2.00 0.958 0.958 0.908 0.056 0.040 0.092

5.00 0.960 0.959 0.916 0.050 0.039 0.084

Table 6: Model results for all frequencies depending on the time interval in use.
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Figure 9: Induced Bearing Defect (BD) fault for the experimentation.

Time int. (s) 3 Hz 30 Hz Direct supply All frequencies

0.5 95.9% 97.0% 98.7% 96.3%

5 95.1% 100.0% 97.0% 96.0%

Table 7: Classification results in terms of accuracy for Bearing Defect (BD) fault condition.

that a model trained using our approach could also learn to predict these types of faults to

high levels of accuracy.

BD examples were artificially provoked by drilling a through-hole on the outer race with

a 1.191 mm tungsten drill bit, as shown in Figure 9. A total of 724 examples were used for

testing the classification of a fault due to a BD. Of these, 363 corresponded to a healthy

condition, and the remaining 361 to the BD fault condition. Isolating each frequency, 242

(122 HLT, 120 BD) were obtained at 3 Hz, 241 (121 HLT, 120 BD) were obtained at 30 Hz,

and 241 (120 HLT, 121 BD) were obtained at direct supply. The type and number of

measurements are the same as previously described in Subsection 4.1. The results, in terms

of accuracy, are reported in Table 7.

A graphical representation of the classification results, using confusion matrices, is shown

in Figure 10, where the top row refers to the models using 0.5 seconds of data, and the bottom

row refers to the models using the full transient state (5 seconds of data).

6.5. Weakness of FFT when simultaneous faults occur

On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 2, several works have been successfully

proposed for detecting the occurrence of faults in induction motors. Indeed, in most of

these proposals, the identification of faults is performed through classical frequency domain
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3 Hz 30 Hz Direct supply All frequencies
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Figure 10: Confusion matrices of the four predictive models trained (one for each frequency and one operation

frequency-insensitive). The X-axis corresponds to the predicted fault condition, while the Y -axis represents

the actual fault condition. The matrices of the top row refers to the first 0.5 seconds of the IM operation,

while the bottom row refers to the first 5 seconds (full transient state).

analysis (i.e., Fourier Transform applied to acquired vibration signals or stator current signa-

tures). In this regard, and although the occurrence of faulty conditions in electric machines

may be detected by means of calculating specific fault-related features (i.e., fault-related

frequency features following classical motor current signature analysis—MCSA), the iden-

tification of simultaneous or multiple faulty conditions represent a major issue. Under this

statement and considering the types of failures evaluated in this study, the unbalance (UNB)

and misalignment (MAL) conditions are special scenarios that may produce similar effects

on classical physical magnitudes that are acquired during the continuous monitoring of the

rotatory electrical machine, such as vibrations or stator current signals.

Thereby, by analyzing the theoretical effects produced by the UNB and MAL conditions,

both scenarios produce effects that are hard to distinguish. In the case of UNB condition

due to a centrifugal force that generates a high vibration amplitude equal to 1×RPM (1×
rotational speed). On the other hand, the MAL condition causes high radial and/or axial

vibrations that usually produces their dominant frequency components at 2 × RPM, but
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also at 1 × RPM [70]. Consequently, both faulty conditions tend to generate similar fault-

related frequency components over an estimated stator current spectrum. Indeed, those

components have normally been estimated with the characteristic frequency component for

the UNB condition as follows:

fecc = fs

[
1 +−k

(
1 − s

p

)]
= fs +−kfr (7)

where, fs is the electrical supply frequency, fr is the rotational frequency, s is the per-unit

slip, p is the number of pole pairs, and k = 1, 2, 3 . . .. If the number of pole pairs is equal to

one, these equations are reduced to its simplified form, as presented.

Likewise, the characteristic fault-related frequencies associated with the MAL condition

are estimated as follows [71]:

fsb = fs +−kfr (8)

Therefore, when performing the theoretical analysis of the effects that these faults may

produce in relation to the corresponding stator current signal, it is concluded that both

faulty conditions may appear masked or overlapping each other. This makes it difficult to

identify and differentiate failures during condition assessment and, in addition, reduces the

reliability of the condition monitoring strategy. In this regard, in order to experimentally

demonstrate that the occurrence (isolated or simultaneous) of these faulty conditions, UNB

and MAL, produces similar effects and that their fault-related frequency components appear

overlapped, the stator current signals of the considered experimental test bench are analyzed.

Accordingly, Figure 11 shows the frequency spectra obtained by means of applying the

FFT technique to the acquired stator current signature when the supply frequency, to feed

the IM, was set at 30 Hz and direct supply (60 Hz), respectively. For both supply frequencies,

the stator current spectra is shown around the closest to fs + fr, respectively.

Moreover, from these obtained spectra, it should be highlighted that the fs + fr compo-

nents of the UNB, MAL and UNB+MAL conditions appear at the same place with slightly

different amplitudes. On the other side, despite the slightly differences between the ampli-

tudes of each frequency component, these are not big enough as to identify the machine

condition because the amplitude of these frequency components will change depending on
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Figure 11: Conventional condition monitoring assessment based on the stator current spectrum at the closest

region to fs + fr when the supply frequency is set to 30 Hz (left) and direct supply (right). The X-axis

depicts the frequency in Hz, while the Y -axis refers to the amplitude in db.

the severity of the individual faults. Hence, the number of false negatives will be higher

and the performance of the fault identification will be affected. Summing up, through this

experimental validation, it has been shown that classical condition monitoring strategies

based on frequency domain analysis by means of the FFT have critical disadvantages when

dealing with the identification of multiple fault sources that appear simultaneously, such as

the UNB and MAL conditions in rotating machines like IM.

7. Conclusions and future lines

The problem of motor fault diagnosis has normally been addressed by using signal pro-

cessing based on time domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain analyses.

Nevertheless, the large data volumes collected by sensors for monitoring the motor opera-

tions are a source of information for the study of new multi-fault identification techniques,

for faster and more efficient fault identification.

In this work, a new technique based on multiple sensor information for early diagnosis

of single, combined, and simultaneous faulty conditions in IMs has been proposed, imple-

mented and validated. In this regard, there exist several aspects that must be highlighted;
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first, the proposed model is able to perform with high-performance during the analysis of

the transient state because the PCA allows to retain a reduce number of significant fea-

tures for each available physical measurement, that are vibrations, stator currents, voltages

and rotational speed. Additionally, through the application of the PCA, the most repre-

sentative information related to each evaluated condition is extracted without the need to

use expert knowledge about each specific type failure. Secondly, despite the simplicity of

the proposed approach, the consideration of PCA and multi label decision trees facilitates

the identification and evaluation of multiple simultaneous failure conditions because the de-

cision trees are specially adapted to this type of problems. Finally, the obtained results

shown the effectiveness, robustness and capability for the extremely early detection with

high-performance results even within the first 0.5 seconds of operation, during transient and

steady state regimes. In this sense, it should be highlighted that the early fault diagnosis

at low frequencies, such as 3 Hz, is a very challenging task and, the proposed method has

demonstrated that achieves good results at different frequencies: 3 Hz, 30 Hz, and direct

supply; and even, when variable load conditions are considered.

Therefore, those results are of special interest, because classical signal processing is not

useful for light loads, and faults such as a broken rotor bar are very difficult to detect under

these conditions [65]. Moreover, when the load at which the IM is working is known in

advance, even better results could be achieved by training several models, one for each of

the load conditions, and by selecting the right model as a function of the motor operating

load. Although the best classification ratios were obtained from the models for each specific

operating frequency, it has been demonstrated that the proposed method can also be trained

using measures from variable operation frequency conditions without too much accuracy

shrinkage. It may therefore be concluded that the proposed method is insensitive to the

operational frequency.

With the aim of demonstrating that the proposed method is suitable for motors with

other types of malfunctions, and additional test to diagnose a bearing-related fault has been

conducted. Thus, it has demonstrated the capability of the proposed method to learn to

diagnose BD fault with high accuracy rates. It may also be concluded that the method is
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capable of efficiently solving binary classification problems, although when our PCA and

decision trees strategy was used with both multi-label and binary problems, the accuracy

of the resultant models was greater for the multi-label problems. Therefore, it is the first

time that a model applied to multi-fault diagnosis in induction motors has been proposed

and evaluated using the specific performance metrics for multi-label problems: accuracy, F1,

Hamming loss, one-error, and rank loss.

As a future line of research, one promising option could be the use of supervised projec-

tions methods as alternatives to PCA, such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which

makes use of the labels to calculate the directions of data projection, and for which Wang

et al. [72] have already presented an adaptation to the multi-label case.

Straightforward fault identification normally works by taking into account whether the

fault is present or not. However, it is usually more useful to know when the fault is starting

to occur. As a future line of research, our interest will be directed at the detection of fault

severity or different magnitudes of malfunctioning.
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